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Abstract
We exhibit several finite groups that are not active sums of cyclic subgroups.

We show that this is the case for groups withH1G of odd order andH2G of even
order. As particular examples of this we have the alternating groupsAn for n � 4,
some special and some projective linear groups. Our next setof examples consists ofp-groups where the normalizer and the centralizer of every element coincide. We
also have an example of a 2-group where the above conditions are not satisfied; thus
we had to devise an ad hoc argument. We observe that the examples of p-groups
given also provide groups that are not molecular.

Introduction

Given a generating familyF of subgroups of a groupG, closed under conjugation
and with a partial order compatible with inclusion, a new group, called the active sum
of F , can be constructed, taking into account the multiplication in the subgroups and
their mutual actions given by conjugation.

In Active Sums I many examples of groups that are active sums of cyclic sub-
groups are given. In the first section of the present paper we show that, for a finite
group G, if H1G has odd order andH2G has even order, thenG is not the active
sum of cyclic subgroups. As a consequence the alternating groupsAn for n � 4, some
special and some projective linear groups are not active sums of cyclic subgroups.

The remaining sections deal withp-groups.
Section 2 is devoted to groups such that the normalizer of every element coincides

with its centralizer. Among these we present Pizaña’s group, Pizãna-like groups, el
chamuco, a family with trivial center and a family with cyclic commutator subgroup.

In Section 3 we study the group of Belana-Tomàs. In this 2-group normalizers
of some elements do not coincide with their centralizers. Not being able to apply the
techniques of Sections 1 and 2, we have to give an ad hoc argument to prove that it
is not an active sum of cyclic subgroups.

Atomic groups are defined as groups normally generated by oneelement, and
molecular groups as active sums of atomic groups (see Ribenboim [8]). Non-molecular
groups are not exhibited in that paper. Since atomicp-groups are cyclic, every finite
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p-group that is not the active sum of cyclic subgroups is not molecular. Thus, the
examples in Sections 2 and 3 are not molecular. We make this explicit in Section 4.

We would like to thank J.A. Belana, M.A. Pizaña and F. Tom̀as for the groups
that bear their names in this paper.

1. Homology conditions

Fix a finite groupG and a generating active familyF of cyclic subgroups ofG.
We start with a technical lemma:

Lemma 1.1. Let F;H 2 F , g 2 G and x 2 H . If H � F � H g and the order
of F is even, then x�1xg 2 F 2 (whereF 2 = fy2 j y 2 F g).

Proof. Let jF j = m and assumeF = hai. ThenH = haki for somek 2 Zm. SinceH g � F , we have that (ak)g = ar for somer 2 Zm. This means that

a�k �ak�g = ar�k:
Notice that, sincear and ak are conjugate, they have the same order. Using the fact
thatm is even, it is not hard to see that 2jr�k. This proves the lemma for a generatorak of H . Taking now an arbitraryx 2 H , we have thatx = aks for somes 2 N. SinceF is Abelian we have

a�ks �aks�g = a�ks ��ak�g�s =
�a�k �ak�g�s :

We conclude thata�ks(aks)g = a(r�k)s . Sincer � k is even, we are done.

We use the lemma to prove:

Proposition 1.2. If the order ofH1(G) is odd andF is regular, then every ele-
ment ofF has odd order.

Proof. Let r = maxfn 2 N j 2n divides the order of some element ofFg. Let’s
assume thatr � 1. For everyF 2 F , let RF be the subgroup ofF generated by
elements of the formx�1xg where g 2 G and x 2 H � F � H g in F . Define�F : F ! Z2 as zero if 2r does not divide the order ofF , and as the only epi-
morphism there is if it does. We claim that�F (RF ) = f0g. This is clear if�F is trivial,
and an easy consequence of Lemma 1.1 otherwise. The homomorphism �F induces
then a homomorphismb�F : F=RF ! Z2. If H 2 F is such thatH � F , the inclu-
sion of H in F induces a homomorphismH=RH ! F=RF . It is not hard to see that
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the diagram

H=RH
��

b�H // Z2

F=RF
b�F

<<xxxxxxxx

commutes. We can then induce a homomorphism' : lim�!F2F F=RF ! Z2 such that
the diagram

F=RF //

b�F &&MMMMMMMMMMMM
lim�!F2F F=RF

'
��

Z2

commutes.
Let F be such thatjF j = 2rk, with k odd. If F = hai then ak has order 2r . Since

the order ofakG0 2 G=G0 = H1(G) is even andH1(G) is odd, we must haveak 2G0. Thus ak 2 F \ G0. Since k is odd we have thatb�F (ak) = 1. Thereforeb�F (F \G0=RF ) is not trivial. Sinceb�F factors through lim�!F2F F=RF , we conclude thatF is
not regular.

Theorem 1.3. If jH1(G)j is odd andjH2Gj is even, thenG is not the active sum
of any active family of cyclic subgroups ofG.

Proof. LetF be a regular and independent generating active family of subgroups
of G. By the previous proposition, every element ofF must have odd order. Since 2
divides the order ofH2G, we can find a subgroupN of H2(G) such thatH2G=N '
Z2. If bG is a covering group forG, we have a stem extension (the short exact
sequenceA // // B // // C is a stem extension if the image ofA in B is contained
in Z(B) \ B 0)

H2G // // bG // // G:
Dividing by N the first two factors, we obtain a stem extension of the form

Z2
// // H // // G:

According to Proposition 3.13 in [4], the active sum of the family projects ontoH .

EXAMPLE (Special linear groups). Groups that satisfy the conditions of Theo-
rem 1.3 areSL2(4), SL3(2), SL3(3), SL4(2), andSL3(4), according to [6]. Thus these
groups are not active sums of cyclic subgroups.
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EXAMPLE (Alternating groups). The alternating groupsAn, n � 4, are examples
of groups that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.3. Indeed, according to [6], p.284,
the Schur multiplier ofAn is Z2 if n = 5 or n � 8, andZ6 if n = 6;7. Furthermore,
the Schur multiplier ofA4 is Z2 [6], p.278. It is well know that the Schur multiplier is
isomorphic to the second homology group. Observe thatA4=A0

4 ' Z3 andAn=A0n = 1
for n � 5. Thus we have:

Proposition 1.4. For n � 4, the group An is not the active sum of cyclic
subgroups.

EXAMPLE (Projective special linear groups). Many of the projective special lin-
ear groups satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.3. Accordingto [6], pp.244–246, the
groupsPSLn(q) are simple with the exception ofPSL2(2) and PSL2(3). Furthermore,
the Schur multiplier is given by
• Z2 for PSL2(4), PSL3(2), PSL4(2), andPSL3(3);
• Z6 for PSL2(9);
• Z4 � Z12 for PSL3(4);
• Z(n;q�1) in all other cases.
Thus we have:

Proposition 1.5. The group PSLn(q) is not the active sum of cyclic subgroups
if it is one of the groups PSL2(4);PSL3(2);PSL4(2);PSL3(3);PSL3(4), or if 2j(n; q�1).

Proof. According to [6], p.245,PSL2(3) ' A4, and we know thatA4 is not the
active sum of cyclic subgroups. The other possibilities arecovered by Proposition 1.3.

2. When the centralizer and the normalizer of any element coincide

2.1. Conditions on the family. For groupsG, such thatNG(x) = CG(x) for
every x 2 G, there is a strong condition of which cyclic groups can belong to a regu-
lar generating active family of cyclic subgroups ofG. Namely:

Proposition 2.1. Let G be a finite group such thatNG(x) = CG(x) for everyx 2 G. If F is a regular generating active family of cyclic subgroups ofG, then for
everyF 2 F , F \G0 is trivial.

Proof. AssumeF = hFiiI , with Fi cyclic for every i. As in Section 1.2 in [4],
defineRi to be the normal subgroup ofFi generated by elements of the formx�1xg,
where eitherx; g 2 Fi or x 2 Fj and Fj � Fi � F gj in F . SinceFi is Abelian,x; g 2 Fi implies x�1xg is trivial. Assumex 2 Fj and Fj � Fi � F gj in F . SinceFi is cyclic we must haveFj = F gj . If Fj = hhi, then g 2 NG(h) = CG(h). Now,
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x is some power ofh, thereforex�1xg is trivial. We have shown thatRi is the trivial
group.

Let p be any prime number, and let� be the largest number such thatp� divides
the order ofG. We construct a family of morphismsFi ! Zp� in two steps. First
define�i : Fi ! Sp(Fi) as the projection, whereSp(Fi) denotes the Sylowp-subgroup
of Fi . We will follow �i by �i : Sp(Fi) ! Zp� . However, we will define� for all the
cyclic subgroups ofG.

Let H be the active family of all the cyclic subgroups ofG. We define�H : Sp(H ) ! Zp� recursively on the order ofH , such that every�H is a mono-
morphism, and that they are compatible with inclusions and conjugations. IfH is triv-
ial define�H : Sp(H ) ! Zp� as the trivial homomorphism. Assume now that for everyH 2 H with o(H ) < n we have defined�H : Sp(H ) ! Zp� mono, and compatible
with inclusions and conjugations. AssumeH 2 H has ordern. If n is not a power ofp, then o(Sp(H )) < n. In this case define�H = �Sp(H ). Assume now thatn = ps+1.
Choose a transversalT for H, and for everyt 2 T chooseHt a representative. Lett 2 T be such thato(Ht ) = ps+1. SinceHt is cyclic, it has a unique subgroupK of
orderps . Then choose�Ht : Sp(Ht ) = Ht ! Zp� mono such that the diagram

K �

� //

�K   A
AA

AA
AA

A Ht
�Ht~~||

||
||

||

Zp�
commutes. Now, ifL is in the same class thatHt , chooseg 2 G such thatLg = Ht ,
and define�L as the composition

L ( )g // Ht �Ht // Zp� :
If h 2 G is such thatLh = Ht , then we have thatLgh�1

= L. SinceL is cyclic,
we must have thatgh�1 acts trivially onL, otherwise we would contradict that the
normalizer and the centralizer of a generator ofL coincide.

Let fi = �Fi Æ �i : Fi ! Zp� . It is not hard to see that these morphisms induce a
morphismf : lim�!Fi=Ri = lim�!Fi ! Zp� .

Assume that there is ani such thatFi \G0 is not trivial. Let p be a prime such
that pjo(Fi \ G0). We must then have a subgroupH � Fi \ G0 of order p. Then the
monomorphism�H : H ! Zp� factors as

H �

� // Fi \G0 � � // Fi // lim�!Fi f // Zp� :
We conclude thatF is not regular.
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2.2. Pizãna’s group. We use Proposition 2.1 in the group defined below to
reduce the number of active families of cyclic subgroups to be considered. Then we
show that it is not the active sum of cyclic subgroups.

DEFINITION 2.2 (Pizãna’s group). LetP be the following group. As a setP =
Z4 � Z4 � Z4. Given (a; b; ) and (x; y; z) in P , we define their product as

(a; b; )(x; y; z) = (a + x + 2y; b + y + 2x + 2y;  + z + 2bx + 2x);
where the sum is modulo 4 in all the coordinates.

We want to show that the groupP is not the active sum of cyclic subgroups. We
start with some basic properties ofP . We calculate explicitly the inverse of an element
in P .

Lemma 2.3. Let (a; b; ) 2 P . The inverse of(a; b; ) in P is given by

(a; b; )�1 = (3a + 2b;3b + 2a + 2b;3 + 2a + 2ab):
A routine calculation then shows that

[(a; b; ); (x; y; z)] =

�
2

���� b y z
���� ;2

���� a + b x + y z
���� ;2

���� a b + x y + z
����
� :

Conversely, there are eight elements inP of the form (2h;2k;2l). It is easy to see
that each one of them can be expressed as the commutator of a couple of elements.
For example (0;0;2) = [(1;0;2); (1;1;0)] and (2;2;2) = [(1;3;1); (2;1;0)]. We have
thus shown:

Lemma 2.4. The commutatorP 0 of P consists of those elements of the
form (2h;2k;2l).

The next lemma describes the center ofP :

Lemma 2.5. The centerZ(P ) of P is equal to the commutatorP 0.
Proof. For the not so easy part, assume that (a; b; ) 2 Z(P ). Then (a; b;  + 1) =

(a; b; )(0;0;1) = (0;0;1)(a; b; ) = (a + 2b;3b + 2a;1 +  + 2a) means thata and b
are even. That is to say (a; b; ) = (2h;2k; ). Using that this element commutes with
(1;0;0), we can see that is also even.

In particular,P is a class 2 group. Another formula forP :
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Lemma 2.6. If (a; b; ); (x; y; z) 2 P
(a; b; )(x;y;z) =

�a + 2

���� b y z
���� ; b + 2

���� a + b x + y z
���� ;  + 2

���� a b + x y + z
����
� :

Proposition 2.7. If (a; b; ) 2 P has order2, then (a; b; ) 2 P 0.
Proof. Assume (a; b; )2 = (0;0;0). Since (a; b; )2 = (2a+2b;2b+2a+2b;2+

2ab + 2a) we conclude that

2ja + b;
2jb + a + b;
2j + ab + a:

If a is odd, then since 2ja+b we have thatb,  are odd. This contradicts 2jb+a+b.
Thereforea is even. Since 2j + ab + a, we conclude that is also even. Thereforeb
is even as well.

We now show:

Proposition 2.8. For everyw 2 P , NP (w) = CP (w).

Proof. Observe that the statement of the proposition is equivalent to showing that,
if [( a; b; ); (x; y; z)] is a power of (a; b; ) then [(a; b; ); (x; y; z)] = 0.

If (a; b; ) has order 2, we have that (a; b; ) 2 Z(P ). Therefore the commuta-
tor of (a; b; ) with any other element is trivial, and we are done. Assume then that
(a; b; ) has order 4. This means on the one hand that at least one ofa; b;  is odd,
and on the other that the only non-trivial power of (a; b; ) that [(a; b; ); (x; y; z)] can
be is 2. The seven possible cases are listed in the following table. The first element in
every row is the element (a; b; ), the second element is the commutator
[(a; b; ); (x; y; z)], and the third element is (a; b; )2. It is very easy to see that it is
not possible in any case to solve the equation [(a; b; ); (x; y; z)] = (a; b; )2.

(2h + 1;2k + 1;2l + 1) (2(z + y);2(x + y);2(z + y)) (0;2;2)

(2h + 1;2k + 1;2l) (2z;0;2(x + y + z)) (2;2;2)

(2h + 1;2k;2l + 1) (2y;2(x + y + z);2(x + y + z)) (2;2;0)

(2h;2k + 1;2l + 1) (2(z + y);2(x + y + z);0) (2;0;2)

(2h;2k;2l + 1) (2y;2(x + y);2x) (0;0;2)

(2h;2k + 1;2l) (2z;2z;2x) (0;2;0)

(2h + 1;2k;2l) (0;2z;2(y + z)) (2;0;0)
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Theorem 2.9. The groupP is not the active sum of cyclic subgroups.

Proof. LetF = hFiii2I be a generating active family of cyclic subgroups ofP .
SinceNP (w) = CP (w) for everyw 2 P , we must haveFi \ P 0 = feg if we want F to
be regular. However, every non-trivial cyclic subgroup ofP intersectsP 0 non-trivially.
ThereforeF is not regular.

2.3. Pizãna-like groups. Let p be a prime number,p 6= 2, and r � 2. Con-
sider the following groupP = P (p; r). As a setP (p; r) = Zpr � Zpr � Zpr+1. The
multiplication is given by

(a; b; )(x; y; z) =
�a + x + pr�1y; b + y + pr�1(x + y);  + z + prx(b + )� ;

where the first and second entries are modulopr , and the third is modulopr+1. The
inverse of (a; b; ) is (�a+pr�1b;�b+pr�1(a+b);�+pra(b+)). This group is not
an active sum of cyclic subgroups if 5 is not a square inZp. We do not know what
happens when 5 is a square inZp. Observe that by the reciprocity law we
have that

�p
5

�� 5p
�

= (�1)(p�1)(5�1)=4 = (�1)p�1 = 1

for every primep > 2, where
�pq � is Legendre’s symbol. This means that 5 is a

square inZp if and only if p is a square inZ5. Since the only squares inZ5 are
0, 1 and 4, we have that 5 is a square inZp if and only if p is congruent to 0, 1 or
4 modulo 5. This is equivalent top being�1 modulo 10 orp = 5. What this means
is that P (p; r) is not the active sum of cyclic subgroups if the last digit ofp is 3 or
7.

We will show on the one hand thatNP (x) = CP (x), for every x 2 P , and on the
other, that any generating family of cyclic subgroups ofP contains an element that
intersectsP 0. By Proposition 2.1, this suffices to show thatP is not an active sum of
cyclic subgroups. We need then some facts aboutP .

A routine calculation shows that, for (a; b; ); (x; y; z) 2 P , we have

[(a; b; ); (x; y; z)] =

�pr�1

����  bz y
���� ; pr�1

����  a + bz x + y
���� ; pr

���� b +  ay + z x
����
� :

Next we determine the center and the commutator ofP .

Lemma 2.10. P 0 = f(pr�1k; pr�1l; prm) j 0 � k; l;m � p � 1g and Z(P ) =f(pk; pl; pm) j 0� k; l � pr�1 � 1 and 0� m � pr � 1g.
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Proof. By the above formula of the commutator, it is clear that every element
of P 0 is of the form (pr�1k; pr�1l; prm). It is also very easy to see that every element
of the form (pk; pl; pm) is in Z(P ).

Assume (a; b; ) 2 Z(P ). Then (a; b; )(0;1;0) = (0;1;0)(a; b; ). That is to say
(a + pr�1; b + 1 + pr�1; ) = (a; b + 1;  + pra). Thereforepja and pj. Similarly,
using that (a; b; )(1;0;0) = (1;0;0)(a; b; ) we conclude thatpjb. Therefore (a; b; )
is of the required form.

Now, to generate all the elements ofP 0 all we need is

[(1;0;0); (0;1;0)] =
�
0;0;�pr� ;

[(1;0;0); (0;0;1)] =
�
0;�pr�1;�pr� ;

[(0;1;0); (0;0;1)] =
��pr�1;�pr�1;0� :

It is clear then, thatP is a class 2 group. We want to show that every element
of orderp is in P 0. An inductive argument proves:

Lemma 2.11. For everyn 2 N and every(a; b; ) 2 P we have that(a; b; )n is
equal to

�na +
n(n� 1)

2
pr�1b; nb +

n(n� 1)

2
pr�1(a + b); n +

n(n� 1)

2
pra(b + )� :

In particular, sincep 6= 2, we have that(a; b; )p = (pa; pb; p).
Lemma 2.12. If an element ofP has order p, then it belongs toP 0.
We have shown in particular that every non-trivial cyclic subgroup ofP intersectsP 0 non-trivially.
It remains to show that for everyu 2 P we have thatNP (u) = CP (u) if 5 is not

a square inZp. Observe that if (a; b; ) 6= (0;0;0) is an element ofP , then the only
powers of it that belong toP 0 are those of the form (a; b; )ko(a;b;)=p, with 1 � k �p � 1. What we have to show then, is that the equation

(1) [(a; b; ); (x; y; z)] = (a; b; )ko(a;b;)=p
has a solution for some (a; b; ) 6= (0;0;0) if and only if 5 is a square inZp.

Now, if pja andpjb andpj then (a; b; ) is in the center ofP and the commu-
tator of (a; b; ) with any element is trivial. Therefore we must have thatp does not
divide all of a; b and .

Assume first thatp does not divide. In this caseo(a; b; ) = pr+1. We have that
(a; b; )ko(a;b;)=p = (0;0; kpr). Using the formula for the commutator we have that
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equation (1) is

(0;0; kpr) =

�pr�1

����  bz y
���� ; pr�1

����  a + bz x + y
���� ; pr

���� b +  ay + z x
����
� :

That is to say, we must solve the system

y � bz mod (p);
x + y � az + bz mod (p);
bx + x � ay � az � k mod (p):

It is not hard to transform this system into

y � bz mod (p);
x � az mod (p);
bx � ay � k mod (p):

If we multiply the third one by and use the first and second equations we obtain

0� abz� abz � bx � ay � k2 mod (p):
sincep and  are relatively prime, and 1� k � p�1, we see that there is no solution
in this case.

Assume then that = p0. Since we can not havepja and pjb, we have that the
order of (a; b; ) is pr . In this case equation (1) is

�kpr�1a; kpr�1b; kpr0� =

�pr�1

���� p0 bz y
���� ; pr�1

���� p0 a + bz x + y
���� ; pr

���� b + p0 ay + z x
����
� :

The system we obtain now is

ka � �bz mod (p);
kb � �az� bz mod (p);
k0 � bx � ay � az mod (p):

It is not hard to see that if the equations are satisfied, thenpja implies pjb, and thatpjb implies pja. We conclude thatp does not dividea nor b. Then, from the first
equation we obtainz � �b�1ka mod (p). If we substitute this value on the second
equation we obtainkb � b�1ka2 + ka. Since 1� k � p � 1 andp does not divideb,
we can cancelk and multiply byb to obtain

a2 + ab � b2 � 0 mod (p):
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Solving for a we obtain

a =
�b � bp5

2
:

We conclude that if the system has a solution then 5 is a squarein Zp. Conversely,
if 5 is a square inZp then it is easy to see that the system has a solution takingb = 1,a = (�1 +

p
5)=2. Thus we have shown:

Theorem 2.13. Let p be a prime number, p 6= 2. If 5 is not a square inZp,
then the groupP (p; r) in not an active sum of cyclic subgroups.

Though the equations are a little bit different, it can be shown that P (2; r) withr � 2 is not an active sum of cyclic subgroups.

2.4. El chamuco. We follow the same strategy with the following group. The
group in question is group (xv) in [2], p.146. The presentation given there is


a; b;  �� a9 = b3 = 3 = [a; b] = 1; a = ab; b = a6b� :
Alternatively, it can be defined asG = Z9 � Z3 � Z3 as a set, with multiplication

(k; l;m)(x; y; z) =
�k + x + 6kz + 6lz + 3kz2; kz + l + y;m + z� ;

where the sum is modulo 9 in the first entry, and modulo 3 on the second and third.
Then a corresponds to (1;0;0), b to (0;1;0) and  to (0;0;1). Notice however that
(1;1;1) corresponds toba, not to ab.

In the second presentation, the inverse of the element (k; l;m) is (6km + 6km2 +
8k + 6lm; km + 2l;2m). We also have

[(k; l;m); (x; y; z)] =
�
3
�
2lz + kz2 + 2kz + 2m2x +mx + ym� ;2mx + kz;0� :

It is not hard to see thatG0 is generated by (3;0;0) and (0;1;0).

Lemma 2.14. For every (k; l;m) 2 G we have(k; l;m)3 2 G0.
Proof. Observe that (k; l;m)3 = (3k + 6km2;0;0).

Proposition 2.15. For everyw 2 G we have thatNG(w) = CG(w).

Proof. Let (k; l;m) 2 G. We want to show that, if (k; l;m)(x;y;z) 2 h(k; l;m)i,
then (k; l;m)(x;y;z) = (k; l;m).

Assume first that (k; l;m) is in G0. Then (k; l;m) is of the form (3k0; l;0). Observe
that (3k0; l;0)(x;y;z) = (3k0 + 6lz; l;0), and that (3k0; l;0)r = (3k0r; lr;0). For these last to
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be equal, we must have thatl(r�1)� 0 mod 3. If 3jl then (3k0; l;0)(x;y;z) = (3k0; l;0).
Assume then thatl 6� 0 mod 3. We must then haver � 1 mod 3. Since we also must
have 3k0 + 6lz � 3k0r mod 9, we conclude that 2lz � k0(r � 1) mod 3. Since 3jr � 1,
we conclude that 3jlz. Therefore 3jz. We have then (3k0; l;0)(x;y;z) = (3k0; l;0). We
conclude thatNG(w) = CG(w) if w 2 G0.

Assume now that (k; l;m) =2 G0. If (k; l;m) has order 3, and (k; l;m)(x;y;z) =
(k; l;m)r , then [(k; l;m); (x; y; z)] = (k; l;m)r�1. Since (k; l;m)2 =2 G0, we conclude
that r = 1. Suppose that the order of (k; l;m) is 9. Thenr � 1 can only be 3 or 6.
We do the caser = 3 and leave the other to the reader. Withr � 1 = 3 we have that
[(k; l;m); (x; y; z)] = (k; l;m)r�1 is�

3
�
2lz + kz2 + 2kz + 2m2x +mx + ym� ;2mx + kz;0� =

�
3k + 6km2;0;0� :

Since the order of (k; l;m) is 9, we have that 3k + 6km2 = 3k(1 + 2m2) 6� 0 mod 9. We
conclude thatk 6� 0 mod 3, andm = 0. The above equation is then�

3
�
2lz + kz2 + 2kz� ; kz;0� = (3k;0;0):

Then 3jz, and the equation becomes

(0;0;0) = (3k;0;0);
that has no solution, sincek 6� 0 mod 3.

We concluded in the above proof that (k; l;m) has order 9 if and only ifk 6� 0
mod 3 andm = 0. Then the elements of order 9 are of the form (3k0 + 1; l;0) or (3k0 +
2; l;0). There are 18 elements of order 9 inG. G0 has 8 elements of order 3. That
leaves us with 54 elements of order 3 that are not elements ofG0, or 27 subgroups of
order 3 whose intersection withG0 is trivial. All these 27 groups are represented by a
generator in the following table:

(0,0,1) (1,0,1) (2,0,1)
(3,0,1) (4,0,1) (5,0,1)
(6,0,1) (7,0,1) (8,0,1)
(0,1,1) (1,1,1) (2,1,1)
(3,1,1) (4,1,1) (5,1,1)
(6,1,1) (7,1,1) (8,1,1)
(0,2,1) (1,2,1) (2,2,1)
(3,2,1) (4,2,1) (5,2,1)
(6,2,1) (7,2,1) (8,2,1)

each column of it is a conjugacy class inG. It is not hard to see that the elements
of a single column do not generateG. However, the elements of two columns do gen-
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erate. If we consider all the groups above as an active familyof subgroups ofG and
form the active sumS, it is not hard to see thatS=S 0 is isomorphic toZ3 � Z3 � Z3.
SinceG=G0 �= Z3 � Z3 we can not haveS �= G.

Therefore, if we still have some hope of gettingS �= G then we can only include
two of the columns in our active family. To see that it does notmatter which two
columns we include, we define an automorphism ofG that sends the first column to
the second, the second to the third, and the third to the first.The automorphism fixesa and b and sends to a. Sincea, b and a generateG, to see that this is indeed
an automorphism it suffices to see thata, b and  satisfy the same relations asa, b
and a, but this is easy.

Assume then that we take as our active family of cyclic subgroups ofG the first
two columns. We want to show that the active sumS of the family is not isomorphic
to G. We show this by exhibiting an epimorphism fromS to the group

H :=

w; x; y; z �� w3 = x3 = y3 = z3 = [z; ] = [x; y] = 1; xw = xy; yw = yz� :

This suffices sinceH has the same order asG, but is not isomorphic to it. ThenS
can not be isomorphic toG, since there can not be an epimorphism fromG to H .

To define the epimorphismS ! H , we use the universal property of the active
sum S, defining the images inH of the elements in the first two columns of the table
above. This is what we have in the following table, where the top element in each
column is sent to the bottom element of the column.

 a3 a6 b ba3 ba6 b2 b2a3 b2a6

w wz2 wz wyz wy wyz2 wy2 wy2z2 wy2z
a a4 a7 ba ba4 ba7 b2a b2a4 b2a7

x x x xy xy xy xy2z xy2z xy2z
To show that we get a homomorphism, we must check that the assignment behaves
well with respect to conjugation. This we leave to the reader. Sincew and x generateH , we do get an epimorphismS ! H .H is isomorphic to group (xi) of [2], p.145, and indeed not isomorphic toG.

2.5. A family with trivial center. Let p be a prime number. Multiplying by
the matrix

' =

�
0 1�1 �1

�

produces an automorphism' : Z2p ! Z2p of order 3. We are interested in the family
of groupsG = G(p) := Z3 /' Z2p. We show
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Proposition 2.16. If p is a prime number, and �3 is not a square inZp, then
the groupG(p) is not an active sum of cyclic subgroups.

We work with the following presentation ofG:

G :=

a; b;  �� ap = bp = 3 = [a; b] = 1; a = b�1; b = ab�1� :

Lemma 2.17. If p is a prime number, and �3 is not a square inZp, then for
everyw 2 G we have thatCG(w) = NG(w).

Proof. Notice that every element ofG can be written asaibjk with 0 � i; j �p � 1 and 0� k � 2. Assume first thatw = aibj . Then we have that

(aibj )axbyz = (aibj )z :
We want to show that, ifz 2 NG(w) then z 2 CG(w). Clearly, it suffices to show this
for z = 1. Assume then that (aibj ) = (aibj )s for somes 2 Zp. With a little calculation
this equation becomes

ajb�(i+j ) = asibsj :
This means that

si � j mod (p);
sj + i + j � 0 mod (p):

Substitutingj on the second equation, we obtain

i(s2 + s + 1)� 0 mod (p):
Since�3 is not a square inZp, we have thats2 + s + 1� 0 mod (p) has no solution
in Zp. Thereforei = 0. Thenj = 0 as well, andw = e.

Next consider the case wherew = aibj. It is not hard to show that this element
has order 3, and that the exponent of, whenw2 is written of the formaxbyz, is
2. Furthermore, given anyv 2 G, the exponent of whenwv is written in the formaxbyz is 1. Therefore, the equationwv = w2 can not be solved for thisw. Similar
considerations apply ifw is of the formw = aibj2.

It is easy to see thatG0 = ha; bi. According to Proposition 2.1, any regular gen-
erating family of cyclic subgroups ofG can only contain groups of the formhaibji.
As we said before, all these groups have order 3. Since all Sylow 3-groups ofG are
conjugate, we have that all these groups are conjugate tohi. Observe that and a
generateG. Thus, the only regular generating active family of cyclic subgroups ofG
is F = fhaibjiji; j 2 Zpg. Let S be the active sum of this family.
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We will show that there is an epimorphism fromS to the groupH , constructed
in the following way. First consider the group

M(p) =

x; y; z �� xp = yp = zp = [z; ] = 1; yx = yz� :

We have an automorphism of M(p) defined on the generators as (x) = y�1, (y) = xy�1 and (z) = z. It is not hard to see that has order 3. LetH = Z3 / M(p).
Using the universal property of the active sumS, to define a homomorphismS !H , we have to find, for every elementaibj, an element inH , in such a way that

the correspondence is compatible with conjugation. We willwork with the following
presentation ofH :

H =

x; y; z;w �� xp = yp = z3 = wp = [w; ] = 1; [x; y] = w; xz = y�1; yz = xy�1� :

We will need the following lemma

Lemma 2.18. For every i; j 2 Zp there exists a unique (i; j ) 2 Zp such thatxiyjwz (i;j ) has order3.

Proof. First we list some useful formulas satisfied inH for every i; j 2 Zp:

yjxi = xiyjw�ij ;
zyj = x�jz;

zxi = x�iyizwi(i+1)=2;
z2yj = xjy�jz2w�j (�j+1)=2;

z2xi = y�iz2:
Then

(xiyjz)3 = w(1=2)((i+j )2+i+2ij�j ):
Define  (i; j ) = �(1=6)((i + j )2 + i + 2ij � j ).

Then the element inH corresponding toaibj is xiyjzw (i;j ). Observe that the
conjugation relations are preserved since the exponents ofx andy behave with respect
to w, in H , in the same way that the exponents ofa and b behave with respect to
in G. We have thus shown Proposition 2.16.

2.6. A family with cyclic commutator subgroup. Let p 6= 2 be a prime num-
ber. We consider the following group

G =
Da1; a2; a3

��� ap2

1 = ap2

2 = ap2

3 = [a3; ] = 1; [a2; a1] = ap3 E :
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The following construction produces the same group.G = (Zp2)3 as a set, with
multiplication

(a; b; ) � (x; y; z) = (a + x; b + y;  + z + pbx);
where the operations are modulop2 in each coordinate.

It is easy to see that, for any (a; b; ) 2 G
(a; b; )�1 = (�a;�b;� + pab)

and for anyk 2 Z

(a; b; )k =

�ka; kb; k +
k(k � 1)

2
pab� :

In particular (a; b; )p = (pa; pb; p). ThereforeGp = f(pa; pb; p) j a; b;  2 f0;
1; : : : ; p � 1gg. Furthermore, if (x; y; z) is another element ofG, we have

(a; b; )(x;y;z) = (a; b;  + p(bx � ay)):
We also have

[(a; b; ); (x; y; z)] = (0;0; p(bx � ay)):
From this equation, it is easy to see thatG0 = f(0;0; pn) j n = 1; : : : ; pg �= Zp. We
have thatG=G0 �= Zp2 � Zp2 � Zp. It is not hard to see thatZ(G) = f(pa; pb; ) ja; b;  2 f0; : : : ; p � 1gg.

Lemma 2.19. The normalizer of any element inG is equal to its centralizer.

Lemma 2.20. 8(G) = Gp with 8(G) Frattini subgroup ofG.

Proof. It is well known that for finitep-groups8(G) = G0Gp. But in this caseG0 � Gp.

REMARK 2.21. We have thatG=8(G) �= (Zp)3. According to Theorem 1.1,
p.173, [5], a subsetX � G generatesG if and only if the image of X
generatesG=8(G).

It is clear that every element of orderp is of the form (pa; pb; p) with a; b;  2f0; : : : ; p�1g not all zero. There arep3�1 elements of orderp. Therefore, there are
(p3 � 1)=(p � 1) = p2 + p + 1 subgroups of orderp. It is easy to see that for every
element of orderp, (pa; pb; p), there arep3 elements (x; y; z) such that (x; y; z)p =
(pa; pb; p). Indeed, (x; y; z) must be of the form (a + pl; b + pm;  + pn). Therefore
(pa; pb; p) belongs top2 subgroups ofG of orderp2.
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A picture of the cyclic subgroups ofG looks as follows, where the labels on the
arrows represent the number of arrows coming out of the node.

(0;0;0)(0;0; p)(pa; pb;1)

(p;0; p)
(1; pb;  + pn)

(0; p; p) (pa;1;  + pn)

(p; pb; p)
(1; b + pm;  + pn)

p 6 j b
1

oop2
oo

p 77ooooooo

p2 77ooooooo

p // p2
//

p(p�1) ''OOOOOOO

p2

''OOOOOOO

Observe that for anyg; h 2 G we have that (gh)p = gp.
We want to show:

Theorem 2.22. The groupG is not the active sum of cyclic subgroups.

Proof. We begin by showing that if an active generating family F of cyclic sub-
groups ofG is regular, then every member ofF intersectsG0 trivially.

SupposeF = hFiii . Recall that the condition for regularity involves the colimit

(2) lim�!i Fi=Ri
in Abelian groups, whereRi is the normal subgroup ofFi generated by elements of
the form x�1xg with x; y 2 Fi or x 2 Fj , g 2 G, andFj � Fi � F gj . Assume now
that Fi \ G0 is non-trivial. We have two cases, eitherFi = G0 or Fi is of the formh(pa; pb;1)i. In both cases,Fi � Z(G). Therefore, in both cases,Ri = f1g. Observe
furthermore that the diagram over which the colimit (2) is taken, has arrows given by
either contention or conjugation, and the colimit is the direct sum of the colimits taken
over the connected components of the diagram. SinceFi is central inG, the only pos-
sible arrows in the diagram can come from conjugation. Therefore, the connected com-
ponent to which thisFi belongs can only be one of:

Fi; G0 Fi or G0
FiFj1Fj2...Fjl

//

??���� 77ooo //

��?
??

?
:

In any of these cases, it is clear that the arrow�i : Fi=Ri ! lim�!j Fj=Rj does not
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satisfy �i(Fi \G0=Ri) = 0. ThusF can not be regular.
In the picture of the cyclic subgroups ofG above, this means that any regularF

can not contain groups from the left branch.
Assume now thatF is an active regular generating family of cyclic subgroups

of G. We want to show thatF can not be independent. To do this, recall that
independence involves a colimit of the form

(3) lim�!t2T At
whereT is a transversal andAt = FtG0=G0. This colimit is required to be isomorphic
to G=G0.

Since F is generating, by Observation 2.21, we need at least three cyclic sub-
groupsA, B, C in F that generateG=8(G). On the one hand, this means that these
three subgroups have orderp2, and on the other, thatA \ B = A \ C = B \ C = f1g.
AssumingA, B, C are part of the transversalT , what we said above means that they
belong to three different connected components of the diagram defining colimit (3).
Since

��AG0=G0�� = p2 and similarly forB and C, examining the possible shapes of
the connected components of the corresponding diagram, we conclude that the size of
colimit (3) is at leastp6. Since jG=G0j = p5, F can not be independent.

3. Belana-Tom̀as’ group

Here is another example of a group that is not the active sum ofcyclic subgroups.

DEFINITION 3.1 (Belana-Tom̀as’ group). LetB be the following group. As a setB = Z16� Z8 � Z4. Given (x; y; z) and (u; v;w) in B, we define their product as

(x; y; z)(u; v;w) = (x + u + 8zv; y + v + 4zu; z +w + 2yu);
where the sum is modulo 16 in the first coordinate, modulo 8 in the second and mod-
ulo 4 in the third.

Belana and Tom̀as [1] showed that the groupB is not the active sum of any dis-
crete family of proper normal subgroups. The whole section is devoted to the
proof of:

Theorem 3.2. The groupB is not the active sum of cyclic subgroups.

We start with some basic properties ofB. We calculate explicitly the inverse of
an element inB.
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Lemma 3.3. Let (x; y; z) 2 B. The inverse of(x; y; z) in B is given by

(x; y; z)�1 = (�x + 8yz;�y + 4xz;�z + 2xy):
A routine calculation then shows that

[(x; y; z); (u; v;w)] = (8(yw + zv);4(xw + zu);2(xv + yu)):
On the other hand, there are eight elements inB of the form (8l;4m;2n), and it is
easy to see that each one of them can be expressed as the commutator of a couple of
elements. For example (8;4;2) = [(1;1;0); (0;1;1)] and (0;4;2) = [(1;0;0); (1;1;1)].
We have thus shown:

Lemma 3.4. The commutatorB 0 of B consists of those elements of the
form (8l;4m;2n).

The next lemma describes the center ofB:

Lemma 3.5. The center Z(B) of B consists of those elements of the
form (2x;2y;2z).

Proof. For the not so easy part, assume that (x; y; z) 2 Z(B). Then (x; y; z+ 1) =
(x; y; z)(0;0;1) = (0;0;1)(x; y; z) = (x + 8y; y + 4x; z+ 1) means thatx and y are even.
Similarly, using (1;0;0) we can see thatz is also even.

This means thatB is a class 2 group. Some more formulas forB:

Lemma 3.6. (x; y; z)(u;v;w) =

�x + 8

����y zv w
���� ; y + 4

����x zu w
���� ; z + 2

����x yu v
����
�

.

Lemma 3.7. For everyr � 0, we have

(x; y; z)r =
�rx + 8

h r
2

i yz; ry + 4
h r

2

i xz; rz + 2
h r

2

i xy� :
Proof. Assume first thatr = 2n with n � 0. Then we have that (x; y; z)2n =

(2x+8yz;2y+4xz;2z+2xy)n. This last one is easy to calculate since all the components
are even. Thus we have (x; y; z)2n = (2nx + 8nyz;2ny + 4nxz;2nz + 2nxy). Now, forr = 2n + 1 we have

(x; y; z)2n+1 = (x; y; z)2n(x; y; z)
= (2nx + 8nyz;2ny + 4nxz;2nz + 2nxy)(x; y; z)
= ((2n + 1)x + 8nyz; (2n + 1)y + 4nxz; (2n + 1)z + 2xy):
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Proposition 3.8. If (x; y; z) 2 B has order2, then (x; y; z) 2 B 0.
Proof. Assume (x; y; z)2 = (0;0;0). Since (x; y; z)2 = (2x+8yz;2y+4xz;2z+2xy)

we conclude that

8jx + 4yz;
4jy + 2xz;
2jz + xy:

From the first two we conclude thatx and y are even. Using this and the third we
conclude thatz is also even. Using again the first two and the fact thatz is even, we
have that 8jx and 4jy.

The elements we define next will be very important in what follows

DEFINITION 3.9. An elementx in a groupG is called twisted if the normalizer
of x in G is different from the centralizer ofx in G, otherwise it is callednot-twisted.
A cyclic subgroupH of G generated by one elementh is called twistedor not-twisted
according to whetherh is or not-twisted. (This is independent of the choice of the
generatorh.)

We will need a characterization of the twisted element inB:

Lemma 3.10. An elementh = (x; y; z) 2 B is twisted if and only ifx � 2
mod 4,y is even andz is odd, and this happens if and only ifh 6= (0;0;0) and there
is a g 2 B such thath�1hg = h(1=2)o(h).

Proof. Assume thath is of the form (4u + 2;2v;2w + 1). Then the order ofh is
8 andh(0;1;1) = h4. Thush is twisted.

Assume now that h = (x; y; z) is twisted. Clearly h 6= (0;0;0). Let g 2NG(h)nCG(h). Then [h; g] = h�1hg is an element inB 0 \ h(x; y; z)i. Since every non-
trivial element ofB 0 has order 2, we conclude thath�1hg = h(1=2)o(h). It follows thato(h) 6= 2 sinceo(hg) = o(h) 6= o(h2).

Now let r = o(h) and assumer = 4. Then (0;0;0) = (x; y; z)4 = (4x;4y;0). This
means that 4jx and 2jy. Therefore (x; y; z)2 = (2x;2y;2z). On the other hand, ifg =
(u; v;w), thenh�1hg = (8(yw + zv);4(xw + zu);2(xv + yu)) = (8zv;4zu;0). Therefore
2jz and h�1hg = (0;0;0), a contradiction.

Assume next thatr = 16. Thenx must be odd andh8 = (8;0;0). On the other
hand,h�1hg = (8(yw + zv);4(xw + zu);2(xv + yu)) = (8(yw + zv);4(w + zu);2(v + yu)).
Therefore

2 ∤ yw + zv;
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2jw + zu;
2jv + yu:

If u were even, thenw and v would be even, this in turn implies that 2jyw + zv,
contradicting the first condition above. Thusu must be odd. Assumev is even. Theny must be even by the third condition above, this in turn means that 2jyw + zv, which
is not the case. We conclude that bothu and v are odd. If we assumew even, then
the second condition above tells us thatz is even, concluding 2jyw+zv again. Thus we
conclude thatu, v, andw are odd. Thereforez andy are also odd. We again conclude
2jyw + zv. Thereforer 6= 16.

Assume nowr = 8. Thereforex must be even. If 4jx, then h4 = (0;4y;0), con-
cluding thaty is odd. On the other handh�1hg = (8(yw+zv);4(xw+zu);2(xv+yu)) =
(8(yw + zv);4zu;2u). We conclude thatu is simultaneously odd and even. Thereforex �= 2 mod 4. Assume now thaty is odd. Under these conditionsh4 = (4x;4y;0) andh�1hg = (8(yw + zv);4zu;2u). We conclude again thatu must be simultaneously odd
and even. Thereforey is even. Sincex and y are both even,z cannot be even, since
thenh would be in the center ofB and thenh�1hg = (0;0;0). Thereforez is odd.

In the groupB a conjugate of a twisted element is twisted and an odd power of
a twisted element is twisted.

Fig. 1 represents all the cyclic subgroups ofB. The grouph(l; m; n)i is repre-
sented in the figure bylmn. Numbers with a bar on top mean the negative of the
number, so for examplē401 represents the grouph(�4;0;1)i. The arrows represent
group inclusions. Notice that there are eight twisted subgroups ofB, they are at the
bottom center of the figure.

Let F = hFiii2I be a family of pairwise different cyclic subgroups ofB, close
under conjugation and such thatF generatesB. Assume furthermore, thatF has an
order� compatible with group inclusion and conjugation. LetS =��F=R be the active
sum of the familyF . We will show thatS is not isomorphic toB. It suffices to show
that S=S 0 is not isomorphic toB=B 0. Notice thatB=B 0 ' Z8 � Z4 � Z2 as a group.

For every i 2 I , let Ri be the normal subgroup ofFi generated by elements of
the form h�1hg where there is aj 2 I such thath 2 Fj � Fi � F gj .

Lemma 3.11. Ri is non-trivial only if Fi is twisted.

Proof. AssumeFi = h(x; y; z)i and takeh�1hg 2 Ri . Assume thatjFi j = 2r withr > 0. If o(h) < 2r then h is a square. It is not hard to see that in such a case we
haveh�1hg = 0 for anyg 2 B. If, on the other hand,o(h) = 2r thenh�1hg 2 Fi = hhi.
If h�1hg is not trivial, then Lemma 3.10 tells us thath is twisted.
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Fig. 1. Belana-Tom̀as’ group

We consider first the case whereF does not contain a twisted group. Consider the
biggest possible such family. LetG = fH j H is a non-twisted cyclic subgroup ofBg,
ordered by inclusion.

Lemma 3.12. There is a familyh'H : H ! Z16iH2G that satisfies the following
conditions:
1. For everyH 2 G the homomorphism'H is mono.
2. For every pairH;K 2 G with H � K, we have'K jH = 'H .
3. If H;K 2 G and g 2 B is such thatH g = K, then the diagram

H ( )g //

'H !!B
BB

BB
BB

B K
'K~~||

||
||

||

Z16

commutes.

Proof. We define the'H ’s by induction on the order ofH 2 G. If jH j = 1 there
is nothing to do.
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If jH j = 2, then define'H : H ! Z16 as the only non-trivial homomorphism there
is. It is clear that conditions 1, 2 and 3 of the lemma are satisfied for the elements
of G of order at most 2.

Assume now that we have defined'H for all the elementsH 2 G of order at
most 2r with 1� r � 3, satisfying the conditions 1, 2 and 3 above. We want to define'H on the elements of order 2r+1. Consider a transversalT for G, and for everyt 2 T
choose a representativeHt 2 t . Let t be such thatjHt j = 2r+1. Now, Ht has a unique
subgroupK of order 2r . Define'Ht in such a way that the diagram

K //

'K   A
AA

AA
AA

A Ht
'Ht}}||

||
||

||

Z16

commutes, where the top arrow is the inclusion. It is not hardto see that such a'Ht
always exists and it is mono. For everyL 2 t chooseg 2 B such thatLg = Ht . Define'L : L! Z16 such that the diagram

L ( )g //

'L   A
AA

AA
AA

A Ht
'Ht}}||

||
||

||

Z16

commutes.
We show now that'L does not depend on the choice ofg. If h 2 B also satisfiesLh = Ht , then we show that ()g = ( )h : L! Ht . Indeed, ifL = hki and kg 6= kh, thenk�1kgh�1 2 hki and it is non-trivial. This means thatk is twisted, a contradiction sinceL is not-twisted.
Conditions 1 and 3 above are clear now for the elements ofG of order at

most 2r+1.
As for condition 2, notice that it is enough to prove it in the case whereM � L

with jMj = 2r and jLj = 2r+1. AssumeL 2 t and thatLg = Ht . ThenMg is the only
subgroup ofHt of order 2r . We have the following commutative diagram:

L ( )g // Ht 'Ht
!!C

CC
CC

CC
C

M ( )g //

OO

'M 66Mg
OO

'Mg // Z16

where the vertical arrows are inclusions.
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An application of the previous lemma is:

Proposition 3.13. If the family F does not have a twisted group, then S=S 0 is
not isomorphic toB=B 0.

Proof. Notice that if we can construct an epimorphismS ! Z16 then we are
done. By the universal property of the active sum this is equivalent to finding a family
of homomorphismsh i : Fi ! Z16ii2I satisfying the following properties:
1. There is ani 2 I such that i is epi.
2. If Fi � Fj then j jFi =  i .
3. If Fj = F gi for someg 2 B, then the diagram

Fi ( )g //

 i   A
AA

AA
AA

A
Fj

 j~~||
||

||
||

Z16

commutes.
Consider a familyh'H ! Z16iH2G built as in Lemma 3.12. Define i = 'Fi .

Then the familyh i : Fi ! Z16ii2I satisfies conditions 2 and 3 of the proposition.
Since every i is a monomorphism, to prove condition 1 it suffices to show that there
is an i 2 I with jFi j = 16. Since the familyF generates, we can find elementsg1; g2; : : : ; gn 2Si2I Fi such thatg1g2 � � � gn has order 16 inB. It is easy to see that,
if the product of two elements inB has order 16, then one of them has order 16. It
follows that one of theg1; g2; : : : ; gn has order 16.

Our next step is to show that, if there is a group in the familyF that does not
contain the element (8;0;0) then S=S 0 is not isomorphic toB=B 0. For this we need
the following lemma:

Lemma 3.14. Let H be the family of all the cyclic subgroups ofB. There exists
a family of homomorphismsh'H : H ! Z16iH2H satisfying the following conditions:
1. 'H is mono if (8;0;0) =2 H .
2. 'H is zero if (8;0;0) 2 H .
3. If H � K in H, then 'K jH = 'H .
4. If H g = K with H;K 2 H and g 2 B, then the diagram

H ( )g //

'H !!B
BB

BB
BB

B K
'K~~||

||
||

||

Z16
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commutes.

Proof. We proceed along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 3.12. If H is
trivial there is only one homomorphism'H : H ! Z16. If jH j = 2 we define'H : H !
Z16 as the only non-trivial homomorphism there is if (8;0;0) =2 H . We define'H as
zero if H = h(8;0;0)i. It is clear that the conditions of the lemma are satisfied forall
the elements ofH of order at most 2.

Assume that we have defined'H for all the elements ofH of order at most 2r
with 1 � r � 3, in such a way that the conditions of the lemma are satisfied.Let T
be a transversal and chooseHt 2 t for every t 2 T .

Let t 2 T be such thatjHt j = 2r+1. Define'Ht : Ht ! Z16 to be zero if (8;0;0) 2Ht . Otherwise, letK be the only subgroup ofHt of order 2r . Define'Ht : Ht ! Z16

in such a way that the diagram

K //

'K   A
AA

AA
AA

A Ht
'Ht}}||

||
||

||

Z16

commutes, where the top arrow is inclusion. Notice that suchan arrow does exist and
it is a monomorphism.

Given an arbitraryL 2 H of order 2r+1, there areg 2 B and t 2 T such thatLg = Ht . Define'L such that the diagram

L ( )g //

'L   A
AA

AA
AA

A Ht
'Ht}}||

||
||

||

Z16

commutes.
If (8;0;0) =2 L then (8;0;0) = (8;0;0)g�1 =2 Lg�1

= Ht . Therefore'L is mono. So
we have condition 1.

If (8;0;0) 2 L then (8;0;0) = (8;0;0)g 2 Lg = Ht . Therefore'L is zero. So we
have condition 2.

Assume now thatH � K in H. If (8;0;0) 2 H then 'H and 'K are both zero.
If (8;0;0) =2 K then we proceed as in Lemma 3.12. Finally, it is not hard to see
that the situation (8;0;0) 2 K and (8;0;0) =2 H happens only ifH is trivial. This
proves 3.

Condition 4 is shown along the same lines.

As an application of this lemma we have:
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Proposition 3.15. If there is a non-trivial element of the familyF that does not
contain (8;0;0), thenF is not regular. In particular S=S 0 6' B=B 0.

Proof. Let h'H : H ! Z16iH2H be a family of morphisms as in Lemma 3.14.
For everyi 2 I define i = 'Fi : Fi ! Z16. By the universal property of the colimit,
we can induce a homomorphism : lim�!I Fi=Ri ! Z16 such that for everyi 2 I the
diagram

Fi=Ri //

 i %%KKKKKKKKKK
lim�!I Fi=Ri

 
��

Z16

commutes. Letj 2 I and assume thatFj is not trivial and that (8;0;0) =2 Fj . Since
(8;0;0) is a member of every twisted group, we have thatFj is not-twisted. ThereforeRj is trivial according to 3.11. SinceFj must have an element of order 2, and every
element of order 2 is in the commutator ofB, we have that (Fj \B 0)=Rj = Fj \B 0 is
non-trivial. Since j is a monomorphism, we have thatFj \ B 0 has non-trivial image
under j . Therefore, the injectionFj=Rj ! lim�!I Fi=Ri cannot map (Fj \ B 0)=Rj to
zero. That is,F is not regular.

Assume from now on thatF contains at least one twisted group and that every
non-trivial element ofF contains (8;0;0). We will show that in such a case there is
an epimorphismS ! Z8 � Z8. Let K be the family of all those cyclic subgroups ofB that contain (8;0;0).

Lemma 3.16. There is a family of homomorphismsh'K : K ! Z8�Z8iK2K sat-
isfying the following properties:
1. For all K 2 K, ker'K = h(8;0;0)i.
2. If K � H in K, then 'H jK = 'K .
3. If H;K 2 K and g 2 B are such thatH g = K then the diagram

H ( )g //

'H ##H
HH

HH
HH

HH K
'K{{ww

ww
ww

ww
w

Z8 � Z8

commutes.
4.


SK2K Im('K )
�
= Z8 � Z8.

Proof. In Fig. 1, the familyK consists of those groups on the right and the
twisted ones at the bottom. We can divide the groups inK of order bigger than 2
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in four classes, according to which of the following elements they contain: (4;4;0);
(4;0;0); (4;4;2) and (4;0;2). It is not hard to construct the homomorphisms for the
first two classes, sending the first class to the first coordinate of Z8 � Z8 and the
second class to the second coordinate ofZ8 � Z8. For the twisted groups notice that
(8;0;0) = h�1hg should be mapped to zero.

Lemma 3.17. Given a family of elementsh(ir ; jr ; kr )i in Z8 � Z4 � Z2, the fam-
ily generates the group if and only if there exist indicesr1; r2 and r3 such that the
determinant ������

ir1 jr1 kr1ir2 jr2 kr2ir3 jr3 kr3
������

is odd.

Proof. The family generates the group if and only if the Abelian group presented
by the matrix

M =

0
BBBBBBBB�

8 0 0
0 4 0
0 0 2i1 j1 k1

...ir jr kr

1
CCCCCCCCA

with integer coefficients, presents the trivial group. Thisin turn holds if and only if
the 0-th elementary ideal ofM is all of Z (see [3] and [7]), that is, if and only if the
3�3 subdeterminants of the matrixM generateZ. This is the case if and only if there
exist indicesr1; r2 and r3 such that the determinant

������
ir1 jr1 kr1ir2 jr2 kr2ir3 jr3 kr3

������
is odd.

Lemma 3.18. If every group inF contains (8;0;0) and there is at least one
twisted group inF , then there is an epimorphismS ! Z8 � Z8.

Proof. Let h'K : K ! Z8 � Z8iK2K be a family of homomorphisms as con-
structed in Lemma 3.16. For everyi 2 I define i = 'Fi . Notice that this induces
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a homomorphism : S ! Z8�Z8. Now, to show that is epi, it suffices to show that
there are groups of the formh(2l + 1;2m; n)i and h(2l0 + 1;2m0 + 1; n0)i in F . It is not
hard to see that this is the case if the non-twisted groups inF generateB. Suppose
then that we need the twisted grouph(4l1 + 2;2m1;2n1 + 1)i of F to generate all ofB. Since the second coordinate of (4l1 + 2;2m1;2n1 + 1) is even, we need, to generateB, an element with an odd entry in the middle. It is not hard to see that this element
should be of the form (2l2 + 1;2m2 + 1; n2). We need a third element to be able to
generateB=B 0. If this element had an odd entry in the middle then it would beof the
form (2l3 + 1;2m3 + 1; n3). Notice however that the determinant

������
4l1 + 2 2m1 2n1 + 1
2l2 + 1 2m2 + 1 n2

2l3 + 1 2m3 + 1 n3

������
is even. According to Lemma 3.17, these three elements do notgenerateB=B 0. There-
fore, we must have an element with an even entry in the middle.Now, for the deter-
minant ������

4l1 + 2 2m1 2n1 + 1
2l2 + 1 2m2 + 1 n2l3 2m3 n3

������
to be odd, we needl3 to be odd. Therefore, we have groups inF of the desired form.
We conclude that : S ! Z8 � Z8 is an epimorphism.

Since we have covered all the possible cases, we conclude Theorem 3.2.

4. Non-molecular p-groups

Recall that an atomic group is one that is normally generatedby a cyclic subgroup
and that a molecular group is one that is the active sum of atomic subgroups.

Not every group is molecular. Observe that several of the examples of groups that
are shown not to be active sum of cyclic subgroups arep-groups. Proposition 2.10 in
[4] states that forp-groups, it is equivalent to be molecular to be active sum of cyclic
subgroups. Thus we have:

Proposition 4.1. The following groups are not molecular:
1. Pizãna’s group (Section 2.2).
2. Pizãna like groups(Section 2.3).
3. El chamuco(Section 2.4).
4. Belana-Tom̀as (Section 3).
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